Destination
This package is for players
- beginners who do not have a game index,
- holders of the French Federation Golf license
This formula must be accompanied by 20 hours *** of golf lessons given by one of the
teachers of your choice:
- Benoit Billac, Juani Delgado, Iñaki Telleria, Jean-Ignace Mouhica
*** not included in this package - terms and rates to do with teachers.
Place
- Practice and training areas of Chantaco Golf
- Course of Chantaco

Price - rights and conditions of use
The package is 590 € It is valid for one year from date to date except last week of July (week
30) and the month of August and includes under conditions, defined below, a practice card
credited with 50 buckets (card against a deposit of € 8), access to the course and training
areas and access to competitions.
+ The federation golf license: 54 €
Rights and conditions of use
- Practice and training areas: unlimited access.
When the practice card is exhausted, the refill will be done with the secretariat at the
current rate.
- Course: at will only for 9-hole courses on the course of Chantaco. This access is
authorized after agreement and issuance of the green card by the teacher.
Booking of departures is obligatory and is done only with the secretariat until 24 hours in
advance. This one will define the best adapted schedule according to the occupation of the
course and the period.
- Competitions: participation in competitions is subject to the authorization of the
teacher and the regulation of the right of play (6 or 11 €). For a competition on 18
holes a green fee "9 holes complementary guest member" (price of € 28, € 35 or € 40
depending on period) will be requested in addition to the green fee.
- Attire and Etiquette :Proper attire is required on the entire golf course. Jogging, tank
tops, short shorts are strictly forbidden, wearing the collar shirt is recommended. The
use of the mobile phone is not allowed on the course. Every player agrees to respect
the label.

